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Theoretical Theoretical 
BackgroundBackground



Components of InfantComponents of Infant--Parent Parent 
RelationshipRelationship

IBBaby IBParentRBaby RParent



Assessing InfantAssessing Infant--Caregiver Caregiver 
RelationshipsRelationships

�� Internal Internal 
ComponentComponent
�� Working Model of the Working Model of the 

Child InterviewChild Interview

�� External External 
ComponentComponent
�� Crowell ProcedureCrowell Procedure



ParentsParents’’ Prenatal Perception of Prenatal Perception of 
Infant TemperamentInfant Temperament

�� Mothers (n=35)Mothers (n=35)
�� Activity Activity 0.74***0.74***
�� RhythmicityRhythmicity 0.43**0.43**
�� AdaptabilityAdaptability 0.47**0.47**
�� IntensityIntensity --0.010.01
�� MoodMood 0.160.16
�� DistractibilityDistractibility 0.210.21

�� Fathers (n=35)Fathers (n=35)
�� Activity Activity 0.250.25
�� RhythmicityRhythmicity 0.37*0.37*
�� AdaptabilityAdaptability 0.260.26
�� IntensityIntensity 0.060.06
�� MoodMood 0.37*0.37*
�� DistractibilityDistractibility 0.46**0.46**

34 weeks gestation to one month postnatal



ParentsParents’’ Prenatal Perception of Prenatal Perception of 
Infant TemperamentInfant Temperament

�� Replicated at 6 months with original sampleReplicated at 6 months with original sample
�� Replicated with adolescent mother sampleReplicated with adolescent mother sample
�� Replicated with another middle class samples Replicated with another middle class samples 
using different instrumentusing different instrument



Describe your impression of your Describe your impression of your 
babybaby’’s personality now...s personality now...

�� Mother AMother A
�� Prenatal                                                        Prenatal                                                        

I feel this is a very, very emotional and intense childI feel this is a very, very emotional and intense child--
--very active.  Very verbal and very intense.  Ivery active.  Very verbal and very intense.  I’’ll know ll know 
when itwhen it’’s upset and when its upset and when it’’s happy.  I cried when s happy.  I cried when 
something beautiful happened at work.  I was sure something beautiful happened at work.  I was sure 
the baby cried too.  The baby kicked and kicked.  It the baby cried too.  The baby kicked and kicked.  It 
felt what I was feeling.felt what I was feeling.



Describe your impression of your Describe your impression of your 
babybaby’’s personality now...s personality now...

�� Mother AMother A
�� Postnatal                                                       Postnatal                                                       

Definitely not quiet.  HeDefinitely not quiet.  He’’s got a mind of his own.  s got a mind of his own.  
HeHe’’s very alert.  If he had his way, he wouldns very alert.  If he had his way, he wouldn’’t sleep t sleep 
all day.  He likes to stay up and observe things.  all day.  He likes to stay up and observe things.  
Likes human contact, likes a lot of love.Likes human contact, likes a lot of love.



Describe your impression of your Describe your impression of your 
babybaby’’s personality now...s personality now...

�� Father BFather B
�� Prenatal                                                        Prenatal                                                        

Quiet, genuinely warm. Sensitive.  Given to deep Quiet, genuinely warm. Sensitive.  Given to deep 
emotional feelings.  More of a quiet kind of child.  emotional feelings.  More of a quiet kind of child.  
Reflective.  Reflective.  



Describe your impression of your Describe your impression of your 
babybaby’’s personality now...s personality now...

�� Father BFather B
�� Postnatal                                                       Postnatal                                                       

AlertAlert----he observes things.  Not high strung. he observes things.  Not high strung. 
Sensitive.  Kind of an observing baby.  A happy Sensitive.  Kind of an observing baby.  A happy 
baby.  Dependent.    baby.  Dependent.    



Describe your impression of your Describe your impression of your 
babybaby’’s personality now...s personality now...

�� Mother C (Adolescent)Mother C (Adolescent)
�� Prenatal                                                        Prenatal                                                        

HeHe’’s smarts smart----he kicks back when I punch him.  Hehe kicks back when I punch him.  He’’s s 
stubbornstubborn----hehe’’ll be like a pest, a little brat, bugging ll be like a pest, a little brat, bugging 
everybody.  Probably a little spoiled.  I think heeverybody.  Probably a little spoiled.  I think he’’ll be ll be 
the shy type until he knows the person.  When hethe shy type until he knows the person.  When he’’s s 
around people he doesnaround people he doesn’’t know het know he’’ll be quiet.ll be quiet.



Describe your impression of your Describe your impression of your 
babybaby’’s personality now...s personality now...

�� Mother CMother C
�� Postnatal                                                       Postnatal                                                       

HeHe’’s spoileds spoiled----he always ends up getting what he he always ends up getting what he 
wants.  I try to discipline him and tell him, wants.  I try to discipline him and tell him, ““No!No!”” I I 
try to let him cry himself to sleep.  Hetry to let him cry himself to sleep.  He’’s really s really 
stubborn.  Hestubborn.  He’’s real alert and hes real alert and he’’s strong.  Hes strong.  He’’s s 
playful and stubborn.  Heplayful and stubborn.  He’’s a lot like his father, s a lot like his father, 
whowho’’s also real stubborns also real stubborn----always has to get his way. always has to get his way. 



Adult Attachment InterviewAdult Attachment Interview
�� Systematic interview about adultSystematic interview about adult’’s childhood s childhood 
relationship experiencesrelationship experiences
�� based upon based upon TulvingTulving’’ss theory of episodic and theory of episodic and 

semantic levels of memorysemantic levels of memory
�� 5 adjectives5 adjectives

�� Qualitative features of narrativeQualitative features of narrative
�� coherence, idealizationcoherence, idealization



Adult Attachment InterviewAdult Attachment Interview
�� GriceGrice’’s maxims of narrative discourse:s maxims of narrative discourse:
�� Be truthfulBe truthful
�� Be relevantBe relevant
�� Be succinctBe succinct
�� Be clearBe clear



RepresentationRepresentation
�� MemoryMemory
�� Generalized event representationGeneralized event representation
�� Representations of Interactions that have been Representations of Interactions that have been 
GeneralizedGeneralized
�� Internal working modelsInternal working models



Internal working modelsInternal working models
�� Provide rules by which a person perceives self and Provide rules by which a person perceives self and 

others and responds to others in relationships.others and responds to others in relationships.
�� Which information is attended toWhich information is attended to
�� How information is perceivedHow information is perceived
�� Affects engendered by perceptionsAffects engendered by perceptions
�� Memories evokedMemories evoked
�� Responses elicitedResponses elicited



RepresentationsRepresentations
�� Memory structures that represent abstract sums Memory structures that represent abstract sums 
of related experiencesof related experiences
�� are they averages?are they averages?
�� are some events more salient than others?are some events more salient than others?
�� Do they change even after the events have occurred?Do they change even after the events have occurred?

�� Not merely passive filters but active elicitors of Not merely passive filters but active elicitors of 
experienceexperience



Working Model of the Child Working Model of the Child 
InterviewInterview

�� Structured, hourStructured, hour--long interview concerning long interview concerning 
parentsparents’’ experience of the infant and experience of the infant and 
relationship with the infantrelationship with the infant
�� May be May be audiotapedaudiotaped or videotaped for later or videotaped for later 
reviewreview
�� Formal coding system or used clinically to Formal coding system or used clinically to 
understand parentsunderstand parents’’ subjective experience of subjective experience of 
infantinfant



WMCI ContentWMCI Content
�� DevelopmentDevelopment
�� PersonalityPersonality
�� RemindersReminders
�� UniqueUnique
�� DifficultDifficult
�� RelationshipRelationship
�� RegretsRegrets



WMCI Content (cont.)WMCI Content (cont.)
�� UpsetUpset
�� Favorite storyFavorite story
�� WorriesWorries
�� Anticipations/future memoriesAnticipations/future memories



WMCI Qualitative FeaturesWMCI Qualitative Features
�� Richness of perceptionsRichness of perceptions
�� CoherenceCoherence
�� Intensity of involvementIntensity of involvement
�� Openness to changeOpenness to change
�� AcceptanceAcceptance
�� CaregivingCaregiving sensitivitysensitivity
�� Infant difficultyInfant difficulty
�� Irrational fear of lossIrrational fear of loss



Affective TonesAffective Tones
�� JoyJoy
�� PridePride
�� AngerAnger
�� DisappointmentDisappointment
�� GuiltGuilt
�� SadnessSadness
�� AnxietyAnxiety
�� IndifferenceIndifference



Types of Narrative AccountsTypes of Narrative Accounts
�� BalancedBalanced
�� fullfull
�� restrictedrestricted
�� strainedstrained

�� DisengagedDisengaged
�� impoverishedimpoverished
�� suppressedsuppressed

�� DistortedDistorted
�� bewildered confusedbewildered confused
�� distracteddistracted
�� selfself--involvedinvolved
�� role reversedrole reversed



Balanced NarrativesBalanced Narratives
�� Convey a reasonably full, rich and differentiated Convey a reasonably full, rich and differentiated 

impression of who the child isimpression of who the child is
�� Child is noticed and valued as an individualChild is noticed and valued as an individual
�� Relationship is important to caregiver and to childRelationship is important to caregiver and to child’’s s 

developmentdevelopment
�� Strengths and weaknesses are acknowledged directlyStrengths and weaknesses are acknowledged directly
�� Empathic appreciation for childEmpathic appreciation for child’’s experiences experience
�� Emotionally wellEmotionally well--integratedintegrated



DisengagedDisengaged
�� Characterized by emotional distance or aloofness Characterized by emotional distance or aloofness 

(indifference is elevated)(indifference is elevated)
�� Descriptions are pat, generic, unelaboratedDescriptions are pat, generic, unelaborated
�� Tendency to normalize (e.g., Tendency to normalize (e.g., ““normalnormal”” or or ““regularregular””

child)child)
�� Overly cognitive or poverty of detailOverly cognitive or poverty of detail
�� Little flexibility or sense of discoveryLittle flexibility or sense of discovery
�� Lack of engrossment in relationshipLack of engrossment in relationship



DistortedDistorted
�� Internally inconsistent or incoherentInternally inconsistent or incoherent
�� Engrossment but without convincing Engrossment but without convincing 
connection to childconnection to child
�� Unable to focus incisively on topic of childUnable to focus incisively on topic of child
�� Unsuccessful struggle to feel close to childUnsuccessful struggle to feel close to child
�� Striking examples of insensitivityStriking examples of insensitivity



WMCI: WMCI: 
Assumptions of Coding SystemAssumptions of Coding System
�� Narrative patterns can be elicited from semiNarrative patterns can be elicited from semi--
structured interviewstructured interview
�� Qualitative narrative features reveal individual Qualitative narrative features reveal individual 
differences in important aspects of underlying differences in important aspects of underlying 
internal representationsinternal representations
�� Organization of narrative patterns reveal Organization of narrative patterns reveal 
differences in underlying internal representations differences in underlying internal representations 
and defensive stylesand defensive styles



Selected Research Selected Research 
FindingsFindings



Convergent and Convergent and 
predictive validitypredictive validity



MothersMothers’’ WMCI and Infant SSPWMCI and Infant SSP

70%70%4949
Middle classMiddle class
Preterm InfantsPreterm Infants

Cox et al. Cox et al. 
(2000)(2000)

73%73%7878
Middle classMiddle class
(Canadian)(Canadian)

Benoit et al. Benoit et al. 
(1997)(1997)

69%69%4545
Middle classMiddle class
(New England)(New England)

Zeanah et al. Zeanah et al. 
(1994)(1994)

ConcordanceConcordancennSampleSample



DisengagedBalanced Distorted
Avoidant 3 2 1
Secure 6 50 9
Resistant 1 3 10

Mothers’ Prenatal Representations 
of their Infants and Infant 
Attachment Classifications
(Canadian Middle Class Sample)

Agreement = 74%, chance = 54%, kappa = 0.44, X² = 30.89, p< .001

Benoit, Parker & Zeanah (1997)



StabilityStability



Prenatal
12 Months Disengaged Balanced Distorted
Disengaged 1 1 0
Balanced 4 46 3
Distorted 3 5 17

Mothers’ Representations of their 
Infants Prenatally and at 12 

Months Postnatally
(Canadian Middle Class Sample)

Agreement = 80%, chance = 51%, kappa = 0.59
X² = 42.27, p < .001
Benoit, Parker & Zeanah (1997)



Stability from 6 to 18 monthsStability from 6 to 18 months
�� 76% stable overall76% stable overall
�� 72% parents of full term infants stable72% parents of full term infants stable
�� 76% parents of preterm infants76% parents of preterm infants
�� Greatest stability in balanced groupGreatest stability in balanced group

Borghini et al., 2006



Clinical and applied Clinical and applied 
samplessamples



Mothers and their 7Mothers and their 7--monthmonth--old old 
infantsinfants

RosenblumRosenblum et al. (2002)et al. (2002)
�� 3 episodes: 3 episodes: 
�� high chair playhigh chair play
�� infants of disengaged mothers had most negative affect infants of disengaged mothers had most negative affect 
(d=0.82)(d=0.82)

�� still facestill face
�� no group differences in infants of balanced, disengaged, no group differences in infants of balanced, disengaged, 
distorteddistorted

�� rere--engagementengagement
�� infants of balanced mothers had significantly greater infants of balanced mothers had significantly greater 
positive affect (d=0.78)positive affect (d=0.78)
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 Disengaged Balanced Distorted 
Clinical 27 5 22 
Non-Clinical 15 17 13 
 

MothersMothers’’ Representations of their InfantsRepresentations of their Infants
(Clinical vs. Non(Clinical vs. Non--Clinical)Clinical)

X² = 11.57, p < .003
Benoit, Zeanah, Parker, Nicholson & Coolbear (1997)



Foster and Biological ParentsFoster and Biological Parents’’
Relationship with Same ChildRelationship with Same Child

�� WMCIsWMCIs with foster and biological parentwith foster and biological parent
�� Interactive behavior of foster and biological Interactive behavior of foster and biological 
parent with same child (Crowell procedure)parent with same child (Crowell procedure)



Sample of Maltreated Children in Sample of Maltreated Children in 
Foster CareFoster Care

�� Age: 30.6 mos. (12Age: 30.6 mos. (12--50 50 mosmos) ) 
�� Ethnicity: Ethnicity: 55.9 % African American

35.3%  Caucasian
8.8% Mixed



Crowell ProcedureCrowell Procedure
Mother BehaviorsMother Behaviors
Behavioral ResponsivenessBehavioral Responsiveness
Emotional ResponsivenessEmotional Responsiveness
Positive AffectPositive Affect
Withdrawn/DepressedWithdrawn/Depressed
Irritability/AngerIrritability/Anger
Parenting StyleParenting Style



Child BehaviorChild Behavior
Principal Components AnalysisPrincipal Components Analysis

I. Positive Relatedness  II. Irritability/Anger

   Enthusiasm          .923      Aggression                     .923

   Persistence           .887      Irritability/Anger           .706

   Positive Affect     .767

   Noncompliance  -.713 III.Withdrawn/Depressed

     Withdrawn/Depressed   .948



Crowell ProcedureCrowell Procedure
Combined Parent and ChildCombined Parent and Child

Positive
Relatedness

Irritable/
Angry

Withdrawn/
Depressed

Behavioral Responsiveness .457** -.180 -.349**

Emotional Responsiveness .375** -.188 -.376**

Positive Affect .436** -.167     -.372*

Withdrawn/Depressed      .099 -.080       .031

Irritability/Anger -.408**      .617**       .085



Crowell ProcedureCrowell Procedure
Biological Parent and ChildBiological Parent and Child

Positive
Relatedness

Irritable/
Angry

Withdrawn/
Depressed

Behavioral Responsiveness .338 -.189 -.284

Emotional Responsiveness .329 -.117 -.286

Positive Affect .236 -.164 -.349*

Withdrawn/Depressed .179 -.137 .038

Irritability/Anger -.388 .677 .196



Crowell ProcedureCrowell Procedure
Foster Parent and ChildFoster Parent and Child

Positive
Relatedness

Irritable/
Angry

Withdrawn/
Depressed

Behavioral Responsiveness .609** .237 -.437**

Emotional Responsiveness .458** .137 -.501**

Positive Affect .628** .110     -.408*

Withdrawn/Depressed

Irritability/Anger -.544** .065     -.088



Maternal Behavior During Maternal Behavior During 
Crowell ProcedureCrowell Procedure

Biological
Parents

Foster
Parents F p

Behavioral
  Responsiveness 3.50 4.44 10.26 .000
Emotional
  Responsiveness 3.06 4.47 29.29 .000

Positive Affect 3.53 4.44 6.53 .013

Irritability/Anger 1.15 1.00 1.49 .226

Withdrawn/
  Depressed 1.68 1.21 9.20 .003



WMCI ClassificationsWMCI Classifications
 Balanced Disengaged Distorted 
Biological 
Parents 

5.9% 52.9% 41.2% 
Foster Parents 64.7% 29.4% 5.9% 

 

 

X² = 25.54, df = 2, p< .000



Biological/Foster Parent Biological/Foster Parent 
ConcordanceConcordance

                 Biological Parents 
 Balanced Disengaged Distorted 
Balanced 1 12 9 
Disengaged 0 5 5 
Distorted 0 2 0 
 
 

K = -0.04, p(c) = .21, p (o) = .18

Foster
Parents



WMCI ClassificationsWMCI Classifications
and Maternal Behaviorand Maternal Behavior

  
Balanced 

 
Disengaged 

 
Distorted 

 
F 

 
p 

Positive Affect 4.61 3.41 4.13 4.40 .016 

Withdrawn/Depressed 1.00 1.17 1.00 .0.97 .375 

Irritability/Anger 1.13 1.52 1.75 4.74 .012 

Behavioral 
 Responsiveness 

4.52 3.62 3.81 3.52 .035 

Emotional  
Responsivenss 

4.57 3.21 3.63 9.08 .000 

 
 



WMCI Classifications and WMCI Classifications and 
Child BehaviorChild Behavior

3-Way Comparison
Child Factor F p

Positive Relatedness         .417 .661
Irritability/Anger       3.324 .042
Withdrawn/Depressed       1.659 .198

2-Way Comparison
Child Factor F p

Positive Relatedness       2.86 .595
Irritability/Anger       5.439 .023
Withdrawn/Depressed       1.268 .264

Children whose mothers were balanced had less 
irritability/anger and less withdrawn/depressed behavior.



Crowell ProcedureCrowell Procedure
Child BehaviorsChild Behaviors
Positive AffectPositive Affect
Withdrawn/DepressedWithdrawn/Depressed
Irritability/AngerIrritability/Anger
NoncomplianceNoncompliance
AggressionAggression
EnthusiasmEnthusiasm
PersistencePersistence



Clinical issuesClinical issues



Clinical applicationClinical application



Case PresentationCase Presentation
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Coming into careComing into care
�� 3 oldest children beaten and bruised3 oldest children beaten and bruised
�� Mother blamed underage baby sitterMother blamed underage baby sitter
�� Baby sitter denied Baby sitter denied 

�� Mother missed followMother missed follow--up appointments and did up appointments and did 
not give prescribed medication not give prescribed medication 
�� Children placed with grandparentsChildren placed with grandparents
�� Grandparents relinquish and children come into Grandparents relinquish and children come into 
care 2 months later care 2 months later 



MotherMother’’s historys history
�� Lived with both parents until their divorce when she Lived with both parents until their divorce when she 

was 4 years oldwas 4 years old
�� Lived with her mother from 4Lived with her mother from 4--6 years (CPS involved 6 years (CPS involved 

because of abuse by mother)because of abuse by mother)
�� Lived with father and paternal grandmother until father Lived with father and paternal grandmother until father 

remarried, then with grandmotherremarried, then with grandmother
�� Grandmother became ill and she rotated homesGrandmother became ill and she rotated homes
�� At 14, moved out of state to live with her mother.At 14, moved out of state to live with her mother.
�� Grandmother was attempting to regain custody when Grandmother was attempting to regain custody when 

she diedshe died
�� Group home until emancipated at age 17 years Group home until emancipated at age 17 years 


